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The University of Central Florida overview is located at the University of Central Florida Orlando, but has a highly regarded online community as well. UCF is a research-based university and is home to some of the largest research and training parks in the country. More than 65,000 students participate in
UCF. Features UCF offers an online BA in English with a focus on literature. The program has given birth to copywriters, editors, journalists, librarians and writers alike. You will study under the patronage of scholars who are experts alike in language, literary theory and writing. The main course of UCF
includes classes: literary studies for writing about the research and literature of English majors the theory and techniques of creative writing plus a foreign language remarkable U.S. News and World Report calls central Florida University one of the country's most innovative universities. Similarly, UCF's
online programs are constantly included in the top in the U.S., not only recognized for their academic excellence, but also their service to distance and non-traditional students. Springfield Is the University of Illinois at Springfield Observation is home to nearly 5,500 students within the university of Illinois
comprehensively. UIS offers around its 20 undergraduate degrees in addition to 30 undergraduate programs, making it modest in size but a still highly regarded public school. Features When you earn a B.A. in English from UIS you will explore everything from the basic principles of creating linguistics
and language for digital technologies in English studies. This broad-based degree readies you not just for careers in education and writing, but graduates have also gone on to find rewarding careers in business, law, health care and much more. The main requirements include: English studies children and
young adult literature research methods in creative writing (both poetry and fiction) rhetoric and structure in digital media have been offering remarkable UIS online classrooms for nearly two decades, making it a national leader in distance and online education. And not only has the program long
established, but it is ranked nationally as well. Its programs are consistently among the top online programs in the US. Massachusetts Lowell University based outside Boston, the Lowell member within the University of Massachusetts system-wide serves more than 18,000 students. UMass Lowell offers
nearly 200 academic and professional degree programs with remarkable strength in the areas of engineering, education, technology and criminal justice. Features Whether you want to pursue professional or creative writing, Umas Lowell has the program for you. This online BA in English covers the full
spectrum of British and American literature and literary traditions. In addition to that foundation, as a UMass Lowell student you have the opportunity to explore away Within literary studies. For example, electives include: English study in a digital environment The Rise of modern-term novel Great Books
The Horror Story is a high-rank system of remarkable Massachusetts University of Education. The Lowell campus is no different. It excels particularly well in the field of distance learning, which often makes the prestigious rankings presented by U.S. News and World Report. UMass Lowell's online
bachelor's degree as the best in the country includes, for example, U.S. news. Arizona State University Observation Arizona State University is one of the country's brightest research universities. The Tempe campus is the largest within ASU, with more than 70,000 students. It is also the oldest campus,
founded as a teachers' college before the nineteenth century. Features ASU offers a fast track online BA in English degree. Condensed into 39 classrooms, each class being just a little over seven weeks long, you can earn your degree in just three years. But ASU doesn't skimp on quality. You will be
trained to read, write and analyze in print and digital genres through a course that includes: important reading and writing about literature world literature subjects in contemporary background has been ranked top in the list of notable ASU U.S. News and World Reports for many years in a row. , the most
innovative school in America. The university's huge research contribution and its famous online programs have earned it this accolade. Indeed, some of ASU's online degrees are considered among the top 5 nationwide best of its kind. California Baptist University Observation California Baptist University
is a private, Christian school. It's steeped in liberal arts, but offers an array of undergraduate programs too. Cal Baptist is located in Riverside, CA and has about 10,000 students. CBU's BA in English is an online program that trains students for a well-rounded study in the humanities. Graduates have
moved into a range of areas, including everything from business to community advocacy. In addition to survey courses covering British and American literature as well as creative writing, you'll have the opportunity to explore all areas of literary study through electives: multicultural literature children's
literature literary theory and criticism language structure and acquisition remarkable CBU has been offering online degrees for many years and has become an exceptional in innovative distance learning. For example, its online undergraduate programs have been ranked among the top 25 best
nationwide. Moreover, those programs are considered best for the active army which are studied remotely. Overview of the University of Memphis The University of Memphis is a public research university. Over 21,000 combined And graduate students attend the university, which is held at more than a
dozen schools and colleges. Features The University of Memphis offers two ways to study English online. You can earn a B.A. in African American literature or a B.A. in professional writing. Both for programs and cover British literature since 1750 as well as American literature. And both programs offer
flexible online learning, through which you can earn degrees at your own pace. Other sample courses include: English Composition English A second language literary heritage children's literature is remarkable as you are earning a degree from a nationally ranked university when you earn a degree from
the University of Memphis. Indeed, the school has been praised by the likes of Forbes, U.S. News and World Report, Washington Monthly, and more. In conjunction with its academic reputation, the University of Memphis is also known for its commitment to sustainability and student diversity. University of
Colorado – Denver Observation University of Colorado in Denver is a public, research-driven school home for more than 18,000 students. UC Denver is comprised of two campuses, a city and anschutz medical campus. The latter is the state's largest research university, bringing in hundreds of millions in
research dollars each year. For those who want to focus on developing their writing skills, UC Denver offers a B.A. in the English writing program. This program has similar parts important logic and creative development. Graduates have gained extensive careers in a range of industries after graduating
from UC Denver. Students have become, for example: grant writers UC Denver in the editors of the nonprofit sector in the publication of journalists copywriters in business and advertising notables have been ranked nationally by U.S. News and World Report. In addition to its overall ranking, it is also
known for being a top public school and having online programs that are among the top 100 best of its kind. Clarian University of Pennsylvania Observation Clarion, Pa., is a public school located in Clarion University and a member of the Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education. Clarion, comprised
of three colleges, offers a range of academic and professional programs in all degree levels. Features Provide BA in the Clarion English Program which is a distinctive combination of critical literacy studies and multicultural awareness. In addition to the basic core classes covering English studies and
writing for the major you will also take a classroom in each program specialization areas: literature creative writing linguistics is more than one way to study English online in remarkable clarion. You should also consider online BS in Liberal Studies degree with English concentration. This is an ideal
program for those who have a Education that also promotes the individual who wants You will also be able to prepare the program for your specific career goals. Nichols State University Observations Nichols State University is located in Thibodox, La. It is a public university and a member of the highly
regarded University of Louisiana system. About 6,000 students attend Nichols and are enrolled in one of the university's six colleges. Features Nichols offers BA in english program which provides a broad base in both languages and literature. Whether you want to study great writing or produce it, Nichols
offers many ways to incorporate literature. There are also three ways of focusing, in: literary study creative writing or writing and rhetoric in addition to the remarkable Nicholls already interdisciplinary degrees, there are even more opportunities for cross-departmental work. Students at Nichols are
encouraged to pair their degrees with a minor. Options include everything from French to film studies, professional writing, and Spanish. Clayton State University Overview moro, GA, is a public school located at Clayton State University and a member of the University of Georgia system. Clayton is a



graduate school and held at four colleges, through which it offers degrees in arts, health, business, education, and more. More than 7,000 students participate in Clayton. Features for those who want an online degree that is similar to a campus earned, look no further than Clayton. Clayton BA in English
can be completed completely online, while still offering all the same courses and experiences as the campus program. Choose between two tracks in literature or writing and gain a foundation in English through classes: Introduction to literary studies Introduction important theory for writing studies plus a
senior Capstone remarkable Clayton's online platform offers many incentives. Most importantly, online programs, while providing the same rigor and quality as on-campus degrees, can be fully earned at their own pace. But also, online students have access to technical support, career counselors,
academic advisors, and much more. Finally eTuition makes Clayton an affordable option. National University Observation Although based in San Diego, National University is a non-profit organization based primarily on providing online school and highly flexible, receiving education. It has offered distance
learning for over 20 years and today offers over 100 online programs. More than 17,000 students attend the National. Features The National University offers an online BA in English that focuses on literary analysis and diverse expression. You will explore centuries of literature as well as linguistics,
creation and communication. This program will set you up for graduate school or to jump into a career in an array of industries. Core Classes Cover: British Literature and second american literature I and second literary theory Shakespeare Shakespeare At the National University you have a chance to
concentrate in creative writing. In addition to gaining a foundation in world literature you will also develop personal work in one of many genres. Indeed, you can work on your narrative, poetry, screenplay, and even nature writing in the National. King University Observation King University is a private
school located in Bristol, TN. It is affiliated to the Presbyterian Church and the Evangelical Presbyterian Church. King is most known for his programs in business, nursing, and education. About 3,000 students attend King. The English program emphasizes writing, analyzing and researching the features
of King University's online BA. As a king student you will be encouraged not only to explore the world of literature, but also to develop communication skills. So you will be a career-ready graduate in everything from education to digital marketing. A sample of classes include: Modern and Contemporary
American Literature Religion and Literature Appalachian Literature Offers Shakespeare's Remarkable King University Art-Based Degrees That Are Too Conscious of Career and Industry Demands. This means that you can expect courses that are steeped in real-world ideas. You will develop the industry-
specific skills and knowledge needed to find engaging, stable work after graduation. Western Assemblies of God Observation is a private, Christian school based in the western assemblies of Waxachi, TX, Lord University. It's a liberal arts school offering degrees in a range of areas, many of which include
a faith-based perspective. About 2,000 students joined the Sagu. From technical facilities to creative writing, English students at SAGU will explore the full spectrum of English literature and language. And he will also get a chance to do a lot of his writing. This comprehensive degree has established
graduates on a diverse range of career paths. Indeed, students have gone on to become: Digital copywriter journalists social media manager Teacher is remarkably ranked among the top universities in the West not only by SAGU Regional U.S. News and World Report. Its online programs are also at the
national level. Most notably your undergraduate and undergraduate programs in education and English are constantly praised. Regent University Location Virginia Beach, VA Observation Regent University is located in Virginia Beach, VA, but has a number of well-regarded distance education programs.
It was founded by televangeist Pat Robertson and still maintains its religious roots. Held at eight colleges, Regent is home to more than 8,000 students. For those who want to focus on communication, Regent provides a B.A. in English with expertise in communication. You will learn ins and outs of
marketing, public relations and social media in addition to interpersonal communication. Graduates have On securing careers in: Corporate Communications Marketing Agencies Speech Writing Administration is notable because of the Regent's Christian affiliations, so you can expect classes that cover
not only science and art, but also theology and Bible studies. In fact, for those who desire a faith-based approach to English, The Regent might be the best fit for you. You will take classes on both the Old and New Testament, Christian history, the creation of a Christian leader, and more. Thomas Edison
State University Overview Thomas Addison State University is a public college located in Trenton, N.J. It is held in five schools through which it offers degrees in arts, science, technology, business, nursing, and public service. More than 17,000 students attend Thomas Edison State. Features When you
earn a B.A. in English from TESU you will experience a comprehensive introduction to the English language and the origin of its development for centuries. For those who want to understand the principles of composition and rhetoric, this is an ideal programme. Essential courses include: Survey of
Literature I and II Analysis and Interpretation of Literature Nonwestern Literature Notables TESU boasts a university motto that says a public university proudly serves the needs of busy adults, anytime, anywhere. That says it all. TESU is known for its service to returning to a well-respected university and
to adult learners. Its online programs, for that reason, are often cited as among the best in the country. Troy University Observation Troy University is a public school located in Troy, Al. It was established as a teacher's college, but today is a major university that offers nearly 70 academic and professional
degree programs. About 18,000 students attend Troy. Features When you earn a B.A. in English from Troy University you will have an array of options to tie your degree with modest or specialization. Whether you want to be an expert in professional writing, creative writing, or language arts, Troy offers
the coursework that you'll need to acquire such expertise. However, all students will go through Troy's main coursework, which is conducted in simple chronological and geographical categories: before 1875 British literature after 1875 British literature after American literature 1785 notable Troy graduates
have found careers in various fields. From tech to creative, from library archaeologist to journalist traveling the world, Troy boasts some of the best graduate employment figures. University of Ottawa-Online Observation The University of Ottawa is a liberal arts school and a Christian university. It was
founded by and is still affiliated with American Baptist Churches usa. Nearly 600 students attend Ottawa on campus and another 7,000 are earning their degrees online. Features University of Ottawa BA online in English. You will gain a strong foundation in the world and English literature while exploring a
wide range of writers, plots, themes and literary genres. And classes cover everything from history to linguistics. Your main seminar includes: The Shakespeare Symposium at the British Literature Symposium at the American Literature Integrated Seminar in Criticism is noteworthy that there are many
reasons to consider Ottawa for your online education. For example, Ottawa has a generous credit transfer policy, through which you can use past experiences for current coursework credits. Ottawa's program also has unique electives that you won't find anywhere else. For example, the protest literature
class promotes the relationship between aesthetics and politics. Eastern Oregon University overview is based at Eastern Oregon University La Grande, or. It is a relatively small university, home to a modest 3,500 students. But through its three colleges, the EOU offers a number of degree opportunities in
arts and science, business, and education. Features EUO offers both a B.A. or BS in English/English. EUO is a great choice, whether you want to graduate a passionate, effective speaker or you want to write the next great American novel. For example, some of the classes you'll take in the EU include:
styles before 1860 American literature since 1865 Writing in Community Introduction writing in British literature is notable for those considering teaching as a career, EUO is the program for you. Eastern offers a secondary teaching option that can be combined with a primary English degree. In addition to
the core courses given above, you will study pedagogy and graduation prepared for secondary teaching. Central Washington University Observations Central Washington University, located in Ellensburg, is a public university comprised of four colleges. About 12,000 students attend central Washington.
In addition to its primary campus in Ellensburg, the CWU has campuses across the state and online too. Features Central Washington University offers an online degree in English with expertise in professional and creative writing. This degree is steeped in the liberal arts model, which means you will
experience experience and experience interdisciplinary education. Additionally, you will study not just literature and writing techniques but publishing, scientific and technical writing, and editing. Core courses include: Poetry and poetry theory of english studies editing for English writing writing and
publication remarkable Although central Washington University is strong in many academic fields, its most popular and well recognized degree programs are in music, English, geology and physics. Indeed, the CWU is ranked among the top 50 best schools for its region. St. Mary's Woods College
Location of St. Mary's Woods, In Observation Saint The college is a liberal arts school located near Terre Haute, IN. It is a Roman Catholic school, and in fact, the oldest Catholic school in Indiana. About 1,700 students participate in the SMWC. The online English degree from St Mary's-of-the-Woods
College focuses exclusively on how literature shapes the world. You therefore explore the impact of literature on cultures, given to female writers with particular attention. In addition to its traditional courses covering British and American literature, the SMWC also requires such unique classes: pop fiction
literature and myth female writers and more notable St. Mary-of-the-Woods College have consistently been ranked among the best regional colleges in the Midwest, according to U.S. News and World Report. And because of its liberal arts attention, the SMWC is also known for its intimate classroom
settings and small student teacher ratios. Indiana University's pre-observation is located in Richmond, the former regional campus within the comprehensive, prestigious Indiana University system (Indiana, of course!). About 4,000 students attend the IU East, enrolled in one of the university's 60 academic
or professional development degree programs. IU East is organized in its online college in addition to more than half a dozen schools. Features for those who want to go into scientific or technical writing, IU East offers the ideal program: an online B.A. in English with expertise in technical and professional
writing. Through this program you will learn how to communicate complex information in an accessible, exciting way. And you'll graduate ready for a career in advertising, PR, social services, and more. Classes include: Technical Editing Studies in American Culture Introduction to Critical Practices Digital
Writing The Indiana University system is a well-known collection of high-ranking universities. Among them, IU East is no different. It is ranked among the top regional universities in the Midwest by U.S. News and World Report. And its online programs are equally famous, leading to many of the best lists.
Rogers State University observation Rogers State University is a public university claremore, right, but other campuses across the state and online. It is a small university with nearly 20 undergraduate programs and 4,300 students, but it is a recognized leader in innovative education. ECollege is
constantly praised for its accessibility, flexibility and affordability. Features at Rogers State University You can earn an online B.A. in a Liberal Arts degree and enroll in the English specialization track. This specific interdisciplinary degree gives students a comprehensive understanding of the language and
its cultural connections while teaching them critical thinking skills. Its original lit classes include: The novel's Shakespeare literary traditions are notable subject in advanced structure because Rogers state so To its focus, you can expect an educational experience that is inclusive and globally foreseen.
Indeed, RSU requires many global studies classes, courses that you won't find anywhere else. For example, you can enroll in plants and civilisation, international economic issues and policies, minority groups and more. The Louisiana State University of Alexandria observation in Alexandria is part of
Louisiana State University's highly regarded LSU system. It serves more than 3,000 students, offering undergraduate degrees in a variety of liberal arts and professional disciplines. LSUA is ranked among the best liberal arts colleges in the country by Washington Monthly. LSA's online BA features in
English take you through a comprehensive exploration of English principles, structure and literature. Not only will you gain a firm understanding of literary history, but you'll graduate knowing a foreign language, skilled at public speaking, and much more. In addition to its original classes covering American
and British literature, you'll also take it: Leading African American writers in Southern literature leading authors english grammar is classified a national liberal arts college by LSUA American News and World Report. In addition to its academic reputation, the university is also known to be ranked top in
terms of the least amount of debt spent among students. And it's one of America's top 10 most affordable public universities. Honolulu Observation of Honolulu University Chaminade University Honolulu is a private school founded by the Society of Mary, an order out of the Roman Catholic Church.
Offering nearly two dozen undergraduate degrees, Chaminade is known for his programs in biology, business, arts, education, nursing, and religious studies. About 3,000 students attend Chaminade. Features You have three opportunities of expertise when you earn a B.A. in English from Chaminade.
Students can focus in writing, literature and criticism, or teaching. All students, regardless of attention, will be proficient in writing, analyzing, and public speaking. And all students will take the same core course: The Background in American Literature Background at the British Literature Senior Symposium
Capstone Course is home to the remarkable Chaminade University Momentum graduate program. This program was specially designed for busy adults and working professionals, and this degree offers completely online and through a quick program. Ten-week courses take you closer to graduation
faster. Columbia College Overview Columbia College in Missouri is a liberal arts school affiliated with the Christian Church. Columbia is a small school held in a dozen academic divisions and departments. About 2,100 undergraduate students participate. The Department of Language and Communication
Studies provides an online B.A. in facilities through Colombia degree from a university. With an emphasis on communication skills building and critical thinking, this degree is particularly career focused. Students can focus in literature and take special courses such as: World Literature I and II English
Language Leading literary figures Notable for leading literary period history Student vets and active duty military, Columbia College may be the best choice. It has been nominated as a military friendly institution. And it was recently ranked best for vets. Vets.
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